A Wolf at the Door: A Bad Boy Werewolf Romance

Could Amanda Barnes fall for studly
detective Jake Hunter...even if hes the
killer? Detective Amanda Barnes has never
seen murders as gruesome as the ones that
start happening in her small Colorado
mountain town of Prowlers Bluffsvictims
are being skinned. As she takes the point
on the case, determined to catch whoever is
responsible for these heinous crimes, she
gets assigned a new partner: Detective Jake
Hunter, who seems as impossible to work
with as he is incapable of staying in one
place. Hes arrogant and overbearing and
ridiculously hot and Amanda cant stand
him. As they dig deeper into the murders,
Amanda finds herself looking into Jake as
well: his mysterious past, his dangerous
temper, and the wildness she finds so
appealing. And Jake thinks maybe hes
finally met his match in Amanda. But when
Amanda starts seeing similarities between
Jakes past and the trail of victims the killer
has left behind, she cant help but wonder -is he the killer? Or is he being hunted as
well? *BONUS BOOK*: Carnival of
Hearts: A BBW Werebear Romance, a
full-length novel from Scarlett Rhone, is
included at the end of this book,
completely FREE!
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is partnered with the enemy in this suspenseful male/male shifter romance from debut author Charlie Adhara Hunting
for big bad wolves wasI know, I know this is not his book, but that guy cooks all the time. . In Wolf at the Door, a
reporter finds herself in the wrong place at the wrong time, and gets Wolf at the Door is a paranormal romance and
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